See and FEEL the difference! The Fin Ultra™ ear tip delivers luxury comfort like never before. The open-skeleton design now features larger cut-outs allowing more ambient sound to travel through. The rounder contour of the Fin Ultra’s cone shape tip fits more comfortably into the opening of the ear canal without penetrating the inside of the ear. The upgraded Fin Ultra is comprised of softer Silicone making it truly one of the softest ear tips available. Thanks to your feedback, the Fin Ultra is back and better than ever!

ALL NEW FEATURES & BENEFITS:

- New Softer Silicone gel for truly unprecedented comfort.
- Less material for a better, more flexible fit.
- Larger Cut-outs allow more ambient sound to travel through for an even higher level of situational awareness.
- New rounded top fits comfortably inside the contours of the ear, keeping the tip securely in place even during evasive movements.
- The cone shape does not penetrate the inside of the ear, reducing ear fatigue.
- Now available in Small, Medium, Large and X-large sizes.
- Available in Black and Clear.

FIN ULTRA INSTALLATION:

Insert the clear tube elbow into the small hole on the back of the Fin Ultra. Be sure to push the elbow all the way into the groove of the back of the Fin Ultra for a secure attachment. Be sure to insert the flexible Fin Ultra deep into the contours of the ear cartilage for a secure fit.